Movian - Bug #1379
Constant sound dropping in video playback.
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I'm sure I posted about this before and added a sample. The problem of the sound cutting is very obvious in the 4.1.208 build. I've

tested a lot of the files and if there is supposed to be a constant noise all you here is the sound cutting on and off. It's terrible watching
music concerts as the sound just sounds choppy.

I've tested audio files in showtime and they play fine. So it is a video playback problem. I haven't attached a file as all the video files do
the same. I can however attach a video file of what Showtime is doing if need be.
Thanks.

History
#1 - 11/07/2012 11:33 PM - Girish Patel
- File WP_20121106_130644Z.mp4 added

Update: video clip added to show problem.

#2 - 11/21/2012 11:06 PM - Girish Patel
I've also noticed that the video slightly pauses when the sound cuts. So when a camera pans across it stutters.

#3 - 11/22/2012 12:02 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Need feedback

Can you please retest with the 4.1.244 build?
The audio pipeline has been completely rewritten and I've found some movies where I also had problems with clicks and pops and those movies
sounds OK to me now after that rewrite.

#4 - 11/22/2012 03:35 PM - Girish Patel
With the new build the playback is great! Well done and thank you for sorting the problem. All your work is very much appreciated.

#5 - 11/22/2012 04:36 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Need feedback to Fixed
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Ok, setting as fixed then

#6 - 11/25/2012 10:24 PM - Girish Patel
The problem is back again in version 4.1.259.
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